
Reduce Complexity & 
Increase Security with XDR + 

SIEM
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Why is defense so difficult?
SecOps professionals must protect…

SecOps professionals must protect…

Email Endpoints Identities Cloud apps Workloads



Attacks are crossing modalities 
Typical human-operated ransomware campaign
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Protection across the entire kill chain
With Microsoft SIEM and XDR 
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Protection across the entire kill chain
With Microsoft SIEM and XDR 

Email Endpoints Identities

Cloud apps

Workloads

Malware detection

Safe links

Safe attachments

Endpoint Protection 
Platform (EPP)

Endpoint Detection 
and Response (EDR)

Verified ID

Permissions management

Privileged Access Management

Identity threat detection and response

Identity Protection 

Workload threat protection

File share encryption 

Control access

Protect data







Microsoft’s end-to-end security
Integrate over 40 categories

Microsoft
Security



Don’t take our word for it…



Don’t take our word for it…



Automatic attack disruption - At machine speed

Reduces the overall cost of an attack 
by stopping attacks from spreading 
laterally 

Automated response actions aimed to quickly contain an attack in progress, 
based on high-confidence, cross-workload signals.





Thank You!
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